The development of product-service innovation projects within the context of a company is not yet supported by clear theories and methodologies. Our objective is to analyze innovation and idea generation for such projects from the fuzzy front end to the selected design concept, assessing their potential to be successfully developed and launched on the market. We present a protocol study, using which data derived from 19 innovation projects of five types and conducted by 86 students are analyzed. Sixty-one variables are observed, thus generating 700 data vectors. Bayesian network learning is used to explore conditional inferences among these variables. We examine conditional probabilities between the innovation process means and the significant results produced for the company, modulated by the influence of contextual variables. A number of surprising findings are drawn about the link between problem setting and problem solving processes, the importance of certain contextual variables, and the potential discrepancies between the apparent and produced results of innovative projects. Conducted analyses imply the need for novel innovation evaluation frameworks.
INTRODUCTION
Shah et al. [1] noted that "A wide range of formal methods have been devised and used for idea generation in conceptual design. Experimental evidence is needed to support claims regarding the effectiveness of these methods in promoting idea generation in engineering design." Addressing this assertion, the engineering design community has investigated how design processes should progress to yield creative outcomes and has attempted to determine the main factors of creativity and innovation in design outcomes. However, most of these investigations have ignored the company centric contextual factors. Among the reasons for this are: (1) the existing design process models do not specifically consider the company context, and (2) most of the experiments have been conducted in classroom settings with little or no input from industry participants. In the present research, we undertake the challenge of integrating company centric contextual factors to an increased level of fidelity during investigations of methods intended to achieve innovation in design projects.
Radical Innovation Design (RID) is the basis for our design process model as it specifically considers contextual factors. RID evolved over years of innovation management experimentation in industry. It focuses primarily on those design stages from the initial need statement to the choice of the conceptual design solution, which is the design outcome determined to maximize value creation within a specified industrial context. Successive to design principles already in the literature, RID is based on a set of new principles and tools, organized around a design process using radical investigation of the highest value-creating design solutions.
Our study was initiated by an analysis showing that current design methodologies have a number of shortcomings when addressing a practical innovative product or service development process within a given company [2; 3] . Furthermore, evidence suggested that the result of the conceptual design stage is much more than the result of a random and creative process and requires a radical exploration of value creation opportunities within the company context (see [4] ). While idea generation methods have been studied extensively, the quality of design outcomes has typically been assessed without consideration of the company context. Indeed, the quality criteria adopted have sometimes concerned more the means (number of generated ideas, intensity of conceptual design process) than the quality of the chosen conceptual design solution itself. In addition, previous research has lacked clarity concerning mechanisms to improve the design process or explain the reasons for variations in the value and quality of innovative project outcomes. Finally, we posit that an objective assessment of output quality is not possible, since assessment is essentially a subjective perception of expert jury members or steering committee members; this subjectivity in outcome value perception has not often been taken into account in analyses.
This work's objective is to experimentally assess the effective value creation of a selected design concept in the context of an expected radical innovation in a company ecosystem. This exploration is seen as the basis for developing further "a model of value creation with company context integration" including generation, evaluation and selection processes.
In section 2, we review the literature on conceptual design, design outcome quality and idea generation. Section 3 more formally presents the study objectives and terminology, followed in section 4 by the definitions of variables and the presentation of the experimental protocol. Section 5 provides the rationale for choosing the Bayesian Networks as the analysis method, along with implementation details. Section 6 presents three Bayesian Networks overlaid on major observed variables, namely, the quality of problem setting process, the quality of problem solving process and the organization of creativity. In section 7 a summary of these observations is provided. Finally, section 8 concludes with our contribution to innovation and idea management in the context of need-driven radical innovations of companies.
LITERATURE REVIEW ON THE DIFFERENT CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PROCESSES AND THEIR RELATION TO DESIGN OUTCOMES AND INNOVATION
It is widely accepted that the conceptual design process consists of the generation of concepts, the exploitation of these concepts, and their evaluation [5; 6] . What is not clear, however, is how this process can be managed to assure intended outcomes, recently of more interest --innovative concepts. The conceptual design process, in essence, is a cognitive process, which demands further exploration to identify criteria, indicators, measurement systems or prescribed processes leading to intended outcomes. Indeed, there are several research streams exploring this problem from different vantage points: prescribing and defining the design process and support tools in design exploration [7] [8] [9] , identifying the design criteria which must be taken into account [10] [11] [12] , defining and exploring the impact of creativity methods and ideation [13] [14] [15] [16] , identifying the indicators that can be used in order to predict level of innovation [17; 18] and exploring the correlation between different deliverables and their outcomes [19] [20] [21] [22] . We summarize the state of the art on these research streams below.
What is the 'Ideal' organization of the conceptual design that guarantees an effective design exploration?
The design exploration process is an important part of design creativity and novelty [23] . Design exploration is assumed to proceed in a divergent or convergent fashion [7; 9; 24] . Cross [7] asserted it to be mostly convergent but requiring a deliberate divergence in the search for novel ideas (see Fig.  1 ). Although Pugh's conceptual design model [9] also involves convergent and divergent thinking, progressing in an alternating way (see Fig. 2 ), he is a proponent of evaluating all generated concepts in a disciplined and continuous manner to gradually decrease the number of the solutions (see [8] ). Fig. 1 . The conceptual design process defined by Cross [7] More recently, Liu et al. [8] (having adopted the progression through alternating convergence and divergence as the "ideal approach" to design) further defined how the continuous concept evaluation should proceed. In a representation of the ideal design process (see Fig. 3 ), concepts are evaluated through heuristics, position and motion screening. The development of the process is inspired by the definition of the "Balanced" search by Fricke [25] . Liu et al. [23] also developed the FuncSION tool to support the concept generation process. They argue that this approach increases the effectiveness of the design exploration without diminishing the width of the design space explored. design process and design support tool [8] The relation between effective design space exploration and creativity is not clear, however. For example, Sarkar and Chakrabarti [26] conducted a set of laboratory experiments on three design phases: 1) problem understanding, 2) idea generation and 3) evaluation and selection. Four types of searches were observed in their experiments: "unknown", "global", "local" and "detail." All were observed across the three design phases. Observations revealed a significant (and consistent across phases) correlation between the level of search at any one design phase and that of the following phase. However, the correlations between the level of search and creativity across phases were uneven: 0.67 between problem search and creativity, 0.85 between solution search and creativity, and 0.62 between evaluation search and creativity.
How do different design stages and deliverables contribute to the successful realization of conceptual design?
This research stream explores the potential impact of various deliverables (e.g., concept sketches, prototypes and design reports) on design outcomes. Sketching and sketches have received considerable attention in this regard. The art of sketching and sketches themselves are considered an important part of conceptual design, as well as the primary way for designers to condense (and represent) their knowledge and exploration [27; 28; 21] . Yang et al. [29; 22] focused on the impact of the quantity and timing of generated sketches on design outcomes. Their statistical analysis revealed that the quantity of concepts significantly correlated with project grades. Yang [21] also found that preliminary sketching and prototyping led to better project grades. Although informative, these experiments included only student projects and hence the results cannot be transferred directly to company or industrial project settings; thus, an extension of the above-cited work in such settings is needed.
Yang [20] also explored the influence on design outcomes of prototype complexity and quantity as well as the time spent on prototyping. Her experimental results, again involving student subjects, showed that the fewer the number of parts in a device, the greater the grade and design competition ranking. As with the sketching experiments, the experimental subject pool inhibits the direct applicability of the results to complex product/system designs in company contexts.
Through observations of 50 designers and detailed analyses of 13 individual design processes, Fricke [25] explored the relation between adopted design strategies and the quality or relevance of the design outcomes. The design strategies, considered as different design activities, derived from a descriptive model of individual design processes consisting of a general approach to solving complex problems, a strategic approach, a tactical approach, design actions and design routines. Among the conclusions concerning the relevance of various strategies to good design outcomes, Fricke stated that only those designers who saw the relative importance of the flexible-methodical approach and adapted it to the design problem were successful in reaching the optimal design.
Another deliverable studied for its relation to design outcome is the textual design documentation, or the design report [19; 30; 31] . For example, Dong et al. [19] suggested that a correlation exists between the semantic coherence of design reports and successful product team outcomes. However, teams with low performance were also found to create highly coherent reports.
Developing idea generation methods and measuring their quality and effectiveness
Another key area for research is the characterization and measurement of the quality or effectiveness of idea generation methods and how they relate to innovation. Two key research groups address this question: cognitive psychologists and design study theorists. Shah and Vargas-Hernandez [16] provided an overview of the research in this area and proposed a categorization of idea generation methods. Formal idea generation methods are broadly classified into two categories: intuitive and logical. Intuitive methods have five sub-categories [1] : Germinal, Transformational, Progressive, Organizational, and Hybrid. Logical methods may be classified into two subcategories: History-based and Analytical. Other surveys of idea generation methods can be found in [32; 16; 33] .
More closely related to the work presented in this paper, Chakrabarti [34] generated an extensive survey concerning different criteria that are essential for creative thinking. Based upon previous studies in this field (Rhodes 1961, Read 1951, Perkins 1988, Wallas 1926 cited in [35] , Torrance 1979 cited in [36] , [37] , [38] ), Chakrabarti proposed a global framework regrouping influencing factors on creativity (see Fig. 4 ). He identified three major factors (motivation, knowledge and flexibility) as well as the exploration of their interdependence, as crucial for creativity in design.
Fig. 4. Influencing factors on creativity [34]
Shah et al. [16] proposed four separate effectiveness measures: novelty, variety, quality and quantity. Novelty measures how unusual or unexpected an idea is as compared to other ideas. Variety is a size measure of the explored solution space. Quality is a measure of the feasibility of an idea and how close it comes to meeting design specifications. Quantity is the total number of ideas generated. While Shah et al. argued that due to aggregation, information loss can occur in an overall effectiveness measure and thus it will not benefit a design team, they also pointed out a real need for a unique indicator to support project comparison.
Sarkar and Chakrabarti [39] addressed methods for assessing innovation in such a way as to integrate the notion of development deadlines and degree of creativity-two factors they found missing in Shah's metrics. They also highlighted the need to define the degree of creativity of products where creativity is considered a function of novelty and usefulness. Their proposed methodology assesses novelty using the FBS (Function, Behavior, Structure) model to determine if the products are highly novel, and then implements the SAPPhIRE model to assess the degree of novelty relative to previous products. Usefulness is assessed using a weighted objective method measuring actual use across three parameters: 1) importance (effect per usage), 2) number of people using the product, and 3) period of use. The SAPPhIRE model, developed by Chakrabarti et al. [40] aims at proposing a framework for design to encourage novelty. It is a causal model which integrates physical laws with design principles. To enhance novelty, Srinivasan and Chakrabarti [41] propose to use Laws and Effects, Action, State Change, Parts Phenomenon, Input and Organ as elements that are related to and describe currently designed artifacts. This proposed framework still needs to be evaluated in the field.
Goldschmidt and Tatsa [42] used linkography to determine if and how selected "good" ideas are related to other ideas presented during the idea generation process. Linkography, developed by Goldschmidt [43; 44] and extended by others [45] , is a system of notation and design process analysis that focuses on links among design moves, design ideas or decisions. Goldschmidt and Tatsa [42] did not find a significant correlation between quality (associated in that study with the final grade) and the number of ideas generated. However, a significant positive correlation was found between the number of what students evaluated as critical ideas, and quality. The study also showed a significant correlation between composite ideas (those addressing more than three topics) and the quality of work. The increase in links amongst the ideas had a significant impact on the final result. The authors related this result to the idea that designers are said to be 'synthesizers' of ideas and suggested that the links and the density are indicative of the quality and creativity of the process.
There are also studies on the conditions necessary for successful projects [18] and on eliciting the influence of the sketching activity in terms of quantity, quality and relationships between ideas. However, our review of the literature did not locate studies on relating the different stages and tools adopted along the design process to more sophisticated measures of (conceptual design) outcomes in real company contexts. It is this gap which our work addresses.
Identifying the favorable conditions to innovate
Design scholars consider design concepts to be successful if they are innovative or if they provide a competitive advantage in the market. The early design stages are characterized by information uncertainty. It is, therefore, difficult to accurately predict which concepts or ideas have the potential for innovation. Astebro [17] explores the impact of 36 innovation, technology and market characteristics on the probability of success in the early design stages. He suggests a forecast for use as a screening tool of early design reviews in which the key success factors aim at examining the likelihood of projects reaching the market. In his study, three criteria address potential "technological improvement of the invention," five address "technological opportunity," three address "potential external constraints," seven address "measures of demand," five address "innovation characteristics," one concerns the price, three address "cost measures," and the balance addresses appropriate conditions and various investment criteria.
Millier [18] addresses the issue of necessary conditions or key factors that lead to successful innovation projects. These key factors, based on the consideration of different risks linked to failure, are defined as 1) technical, 2) economic or commercial, and 3) internal/organizational conditions. Technical factors consist of product unicity, intellectual property issues, scientific or technological "momentum" and industrial scalability. Economic factors concern the existence of a market and the identification of market segments and clients which have already made the need explicit, and foresight on regulations, law or other obstacles. Internal or organizational conditions concern ensuring the internal promotion of the project, project organization and planning, development of the alliances and the distribution networks, and identification of different resources within the company. Millier suggests this model can also be applied as a managerial model for project evaluation.
Clearly, the two approaches from the marketing and strategic product innovation management fields tackle the innovation issue differently than that from traditional design engineering. They consider the ultimate goal is the likelihood of success in the market instead of just "being creative." We posit, then, that one could be positively inspired by this type of ultimate goal measure. Further, these works consider the adequacy of a conceptual solution within the company ecosystem along with an extensive set of influencing criteria, instead of a more limited view of quality and intensity of the creative process. In the context of a company, one can consider that the design process is fairly stable (due to established behaviors, tools and procedures) but that it is possible to overlook various technological or market opportunities. Therefore, we argue that the consideration of different types of contextual factors which define a company's ecosystem and their relation to different design processes as well as design outcomes appears to be a critical gap in the design engineering literature.
STUDY OBJECTIVES
Drawing on our review of the relevant literature, we assert that although various deliverables, tools and processes of design have been studied for their impact on design outcomes, including creativity and innovation, previous studies by and large have considered only a small set of potential variables and hence are not comprehensive in their analysis. Moreover, much of the empirical experimentation has occurred in classroom settings, taking into account neither how non-student designers would perform nor contextual factors that impact the design process in company settings. Accordingly, in an effort to more comprehensively study the design process factors (including context) leading to innovation, we propose an experimental protocol. The intent of the experiment analyzed in this paper is to assess whether design methods and deliverables recommended in the adopted design process, Radical Innovation Design (RID), influence the perceived value of the selected design concepts. We refer to the design methods and deliverables as means of the problem setting and the problem solving processes. The value of the selected design concept (comprising part of the results) is evaluated by expert jury members, half of whom are company executives. The evaluation is completed with the consideration of the expected value creation in the company ecosystem-not only the apparent innovativeness of the idea or concept. The evaluation of results (the value created for the company) is made independently of the means employed by a combination of faculty and company R&D managers.
An additional objective of this analysis is to identify key factors and conditional dependencies among phenomenadesign acts and value results -concerning innovation management in the context of design team features, project type features and the degree of adoption of innovation principles and tools by the project participants (here, adoption of RID methodology).
Research questions we sought to answer are as follows: 1) What are the factors influencing the quality of the problem setting? 2) What are the relationships between problem setting efforts and the overall quality of the problem solving process? 3) What relations exist between a) the qualities of the problem setting and the problem solving process, and b) the resulting quality or value of the innovative project outcome?
In addition, we addressed the following issues: 4) Do we need flexibility in design processes? Are certain design means or design results more appropriate to certain project types? 5) How confident can we be about design means and design results? Are the evaluations made by the jury really objective, or are they highly dependent on jury member selection?
EXPERIMENTAL SETTING AND VARIABLES
Details about the experimental setting and the variables are provided below. As noted above, RID was selected as the main design methodology; we provide information on its principles as well.
Radical Innovation Design
Radical Innovation Design (RID) methodology can be used when a company's objective is to innovate fundamentally. It requires taking into account the company's position in an ecosystem, i.e. its market presence and brand reputation, its existing product-service-technology portfolio, competitors and suppliers, and its financial, industrial and intellectual assets (including innovation know-how, technical competences, and patent portfolio). With regard to this company context (rarely considered as an input to an innovation process), the goal of RID is to innovate as much as possible, creating positive differentiation in the market and changing the conventional rules of competition. In its essence, RID is a systematic exploration/exploitation process which progresses through four stages. 1) Exploration of value creation opportunities around the initial idea or statement. The initial idea/statement is systematically redefined in a more legitimate ideal need.
Within this new exploration perimeter, existing usages, needs and product experiences are populated, investigated and benchmarked so as to yield input for stage #2. 2) Definition of a promising and coherent perimeter of ambition which is a subset of the aforementioned ideal need. This perimeter of ambition must represent an opportunistic potential of value creation in the context of the company ecosystem. 3) Definition of value promising product-service scenarios, a.k.a. briefs, starting from the perimeter of ambition. These briefs must be qualified (often by storyboards) and quantified (market size and consumers' willingness-topay). 4) For each brief studied, a systematic listing of value tracks and value drivers, a.k.a. innovation leads (see the use of RID methodology in the context of EADS company [46; 47] ) are performed. Each innovation lead is then investigated in the form of a systematic creativity workshop. Findings are combined into consistent design concepts which are subsequently sketched or prototyped and assessed. The RID methodology is organized following Herbert Simon's approach around a two-part macro-process: the problem setting macro-stage and the problem solving macrostage. Fig. 6 represents these two macro-stages within the RID innovation wheel. Of the four radical exploration/exploitation stages identified above, the first two belong to the problem setting macro-stage, and the two last belong to the problem solving macro-stage. The RID innovation wheel spans transition from the initial idea or statement to the feasibility and innovation dossier, passing through intermediate results including ideal need, perimeter of ambition, brief(s), and concepts. In practice, a series of micro-stages are defined and documented with expected intermediate results and reports, practical examples for inspiration and a toolbox. These microstages and tools are not detailed here but are provided in Table  1 as design means variable series. A determining concept of RID is the consideration of the conceptual design stage as an investigation process. Investigation is understood as exploring all potential leads and then refining and evaluating conceptual designs that appear to be potential value makers. This investigation is supported by three types of proofs that are built and reinforced throughout the process:
• the proofs of concept for bringing evidence that "it works or it is likely to work in situations the service is expected to be delivered"; • the proofs of value for bringing evidence that "it is differentiating from the existing solutions in terms of service utility as well as new satisfied needs, on large and credit-worthy market segments"; and • the proofs of innovation for bringing evidence that "the invention may be protected and the innovation may be communicated, perceived, understood and valued, i.e. it corresponds to a certain willingness-to-pay". Fig. 7 summarizes all the value results that may be expected at the end of an innovative design project based on an RID vantage point. This transformation between input data (the initial idea and the company and project ecosystem) and project value results is called the RID value machine.
Experimental setting and projects
A total of 86 students enrolled in "Design and Innovation of Products and Services" (SE2200) course participated as subjects during data collection. Eleven 3-hour sessions were conducted during Fall 2009. Lectures were given about the RID process and its macro-and micro-stages along with corresponding methods and tools. Learning in the course was demonstrated through projects, assigned to teams of 4 or 5 students.
Five project subjects (initial design statements) were presented in the initial course session, represented by two established companies, one start-up group and two Non-Governmental Organizations. These projects were as follows: 1. Plastic bag facilitator (practical, sustainable, reliable way to move purchased goods) 2. Innovative carpool system/service (with no required registration and reduced waiting times) 3. CD-ROM storage in different conditions of use 4. Weighing machine adapted to African children (for healthcare follow-up of 0-5 year old children; see a conceptual solution in Fig. 8 ) 5. Non wood-based African stove (to save forests)
In discussions during the course, the students generated many ideas. To put these into practice, they were required to select the best idea taking into account the company or NGO context for which they were designing. Only the best concept put forth by students was evaluated for its value.
Fig. 8. Tripod concept for weighting machine for African children
A total of 19 project teams were established (4 different teams on 4 projects and 3 teams for the last project). Teams were formed by the course instructors to ensure a distribution of gender, nationality, and educational backgrounds by utilizing student on-line profiles. During the first lecture session, each team had 20 minutes to identify two projects they did not want to work on. This procedure was used to simulate a design team at a company setting, addressing these purposes: (1) to allow a certain freedom of choice and prevent de-motivation from the beginning; (2) to simulate a professional situation in which an engineer voluntarily enters a company, but where the precise subject of a project is assigned by others; and (3) to initiate negotiating and compromising within the newly formed design team.
Course instructors served as design process experts as well as project resource facilitators, although they did not contribute to project management. The two-month timeframe consisted of RID training and an intense project period. On average, students did not invest more than 50 extra hours of research, in addition to the 33-hour course (including 16 hours of project tutorials). As per the judgments of the company representatives, the results were very satisfactory.
Variables and data collection
Strict document management and examination procedures were applied to support the intended rigorous analysis. During the project, the students were asked to upload their Intermediary Design Objects (IDOs) in dedicated sub-directories of a partitioned collaborative platform; these IDOs included written reports as well as other design representations. Through these IDOs, data for 21 design means were collected; these design means variables are provided in Table 1 . (D20=D1:D6) Overall quality of problem setting process D21
(D21=D7:D19) Overall quality of problem solving process
The jury consisted of 8 members (the educational team), of whom 4 were highly experienced in design innovation (2 Associate/Full Professors and 2 company Innovation Directors) and 4 were confirmed (2 PhD students in design engineering who were familiar with RID methodology and 2 company engineers who were not especially dedicated to innovation activities). The jury members were not allowed to scrutinize the collaborative platform directories before the final oral defense occurred. The objective was to set the evaluation context as it would be in a company environment, i.e. by experienced people asking for proof to validate a conceptual choice in order to engage further investment. This evaluation was limited to a 15minute presentation, followed by a 15-minute Q/A session, presented to the students as such: "As if we were in front of the steering committee of a design department at a go/no-go step." Students were informed that the jury would assess not only the value of the technical result but also the design result values noted in Fig. 2 -in particular, the proofs of concept, value and the traceability of the design process ("Could we do better?"). Appropriately, this final oral exam was called the "Prove It" seminar.
Two juries were formed, each composed of two experienced and two confirmed members, charged with examining, respectively, 9 and 10 projects. During the presentations, the jury members assessed 13 design results variables (shown in Table 2 ) for each defended project. Each student was asked to complete an anonymous questionnaire to document: • the design team features across 10 variables such as team atmosphere, extra time dedicated to the project, or personal satisfaction (shown in Table 3 ); • the degree of adoption of innovation principles and tools of RID methodology according to 8 variables (shown in Table 4 ). The chosen concept has a high potential for value creation 2) A design process which is consciously driven by value/utility probability and which is traceable throughout the design process R7
Intelligent problem (re-)setting A design process that is consciously driven by value/utility probability, and it is traced R17 (R17=R7:R13)
Traced design process and clear knowledge and skills acquisition
In addition to analyzing the presentations, three final evaluations were made by the 8 jury members. First, the design means were carefully examined and evaluated using 19 variables (see Table 1 ). For this purpose, a double evaluation was carried out by one experienced and one confirmed jury member. The same two jurists evaluated the 3 or 4 projects corresponding to the same subject. It should be noted that neither person had previously been a project expert. They were thus presumed to be novices on the innovation issue (project domain), but skilled in innovation management. Furthermore, these evaluation data were not averaged, so as to allow us to compare evaluation discrepancies between senior and junior experts.
Second, the project types were characterized by 9 variables (see Table 3 ) in terms of their subject (variable PID), nature of knowledge to explore (variables K1 to K6), the usage experience of the team members in design perimeter (variable UK) and innovation type (more or less product or service, variable P/S). These evaluations were averaged for simplicity. Third, jury members were characterized by 2 variables (see Table 4 ) in terms of their seniority in design engineering and innovation management; this categorization was done both for evaluation of design results and evaluation of the design means. Table 3 . Main contextual variables. Scale: -1 = Not done; 0 = Null; 1 = Insufficient; 2 = Average; 3 = Quite good; 4 = Good; 5 = Very good Design team features (through personal anonymous questionnaires) S1
Personal motivation (7-level scale)
S2
Lively atmosphere perceived by design members (7level scale) S3
Presence rate at lecture sessions (% between 0 and 100) S4
Presence rate at tutorial sessions (% between 0 and 100) S5
Additional time spent on projects out of lecture and tutorials (integer) S6
Project team size (integer)
S7
Number of committed students (integer)
S8
Degree of understanding of expected results and deliverables (7-level scale) S9
Personal degree of satisfaction of the accomplished work (7-level scale) S10 Belief in the feasibility of the chosen design concept (7-level scale) Project type features (averages from the jury member assessments) PID Project identifier (integer)
1.
Plastic bag facilitator 2.
Innovative carpool system/service
3.
CD_ROM storage
4.
Weighing machine adapted to African children
5.
Non-wood based African stove A total of 61 variables were directly evaluated. Subsequently, 6 new aggregate variables were generated from summations of assessed variables (e.g., means variables D20 and D21 (see Table 1 ), and results variables R14 to R17 (see Table 2 )). Most of the aforementioned variables were assessed on a 7-level scale. The different contextual variables (Table 3) were measured using a 5-level scale, an integer or a percentage scale.
Concerning variable P/S (Product/Service), each jury member (an expert in innovation management) was asked to evaluate the topic of the initial design statement using a Product to Service orientation continuum ( Fig. 9): where the variable has a value of 0, it indicates that the topic is fully productoriented; if the variable is 1, it is fully service-oriented. For example, project #2 (Innovative carpool system/service) was determined to be more service-oriented. Other projects had a non-negligible service component; for instance, project #1 (Plastic bag facilitator) could entertain a new way to shop as a potential solution. Fig. 9 . Percentage of Product versus Service embedded in the initial design statement of the 5 projects: variable P/S In addition, each jury member was asked to evaluate the types of skills or knowledge they assumed would be needed to properly set and investigate the problem, and then successfully develop solutions for it. Five types of knowledge -Engineering (K1), Technological (K2), Market (K3), Social (K4) and Usage (K5) -were evaluated using a 5-point scale where a value of "5" meant absolutely necessary knowledge. It should be noted that having proper definitions of the 5 natures of knowledge is not trivialized; on the contrary, definitions of the required knowledge were thoroughly discussed among all jury members before evaluations were completed. These evaluations are given in Fig. 10 . It may be observed that projects demanded somewhat different prerequisite knowledge profiles from the students. Jury members observed that the acquisition of knowledge of usage contexts was fundamental in successful innovative product/solution generation projects. 
F1
How to start an innovation project?
F2
How to maximize design creativity?
F3
How to maximize value of an innovative project?
F4
How can each designer be a part of an innovative design team?
F5
How to communicate in a design project with team members who do not have the same education (engineers, industrial designers, business students)?
F6
How to find a standard of communication, of action/roles, of project/task and knowledge management?
F7
How to do better than silo-innovations, not to work in a client-supplier mode but to co-innovate? F8
The problem setting stage has been well-achieved before starting the problem solving stage Fig. 10 . Evaluation consensus reached considering the knowledge required for the realization of the project according to type of project Given the sheer number of variables, it was thought necessary to have the big picture of the data collection intend, where all the variables are linked to relevant experimental setting actors or factors. This big picture was represented using Unified Modelling Language (UML), and is presented in Fig.  11 . Different evaluation settings and jury members, as well as results, can be seen in this figure. We draw particular attention to the quality of innovativeness measures and aggregate values identified above: innovativeness, learning quality, final perceptions and process values. These aggregate variables represent the focus of our data analysis. 
ANALYSIS METHOD
As previously mentioned, 19 design teams, their deliverables and their final design concepts were assessed through two reviews -the "Prove It" seminar and the examination of written reportsinvolving, respectively, four and two experts. This resulted in a sample of 152 data vectors. We included additional contextual variables related to the team members, project types and jury members to explore their possible influence on the quality of final results. These data vectors are not of the same size, since they refer to different objects; they include such factors as individual student, project team, project instance, project subject type, jury#1 members, and jury#2 members. We modelled the data to be processed by automatic Bayesian learning algorithms using the BayesiaLab software by building a unified aggregate data table corresponding to one student in one team working on one project type and assessed orally by four experts and by two others for the report. This operation resulted in a table of 696 vectors of size 67, corresponding to the 61 observed and the 6 aggregate variables.
Analysis method selection
Given the categorical nature of some of our variables, the adoption of logistic regression might have been a natural choice to analyze the data to respond to the research questions presented in section 3. However, specific strengths of Bayesian Networks (BN) beyond standard logistic regression inspired us to choose BN as the modeling and analysis approach. First, the relationships across variables do not have to be prescribed using BN; instead, the modeler can have the data speak to the existing relationships. For problem settings with as many variables as ours, this condition is advantageous. Second, although we have collected a sufficient level of observations/data to make generalizations, the capability of BN to integrate data uncertainty in structure modeling (Barton et al., 2008) [48] makes it easier to conduct what-if simulations to examine cases that are not observed. Temporal ordering of nodes in BN can support explorations with conjoint probability interpretations [49] . Finally, it should be mentioned that BN help avoid overfitting of data [50; 51] , which might happen in regression applications [52] .
Below we provide information on BN before discussing the analysis results.
Bayesian Networks and variable relations discovery
Bayesian Networks are directed acyclic graphs used to represent uncertain knowledge [53] . A BN is defined as a couple, BN=(S, P), where S=(N, A) represents the structure (i.e., the graph). "N" is a set of nodes. Each node represents a discrete variable X having a finite number of mutually exclusive states (modalities). Exclusive states can be considered as responses provided to a 7-point Likert scale, which we have used for some of our variables. "A" is a set of edges; the relation "N1 is a parent of N2" is represented by an edge linking N1 to N2. In the case where N1 is an action or a state that temporally precedes N2, the edge may be interpreted as a causal relation. P represents a set of probability distributions associated with each node. When a node is a root node (it does not have a parent, i.e. edges pointing at this node), P corresponds to the probability distribution over the node states. When a node is not a root node, i.e. when it has some parent nodes pointing to it through directed edges, P corresponds to a conditional probability distribution that quantifies the probabilistic dependency between that node and its parents. It is represented by a Conditional Probability Table ( CPT) governed by the Bayes theorem shown in equation (1) . Experts based on their knowledge can define these conditional probability tables, but also one can use both parameter and structure learning algorithms in BN to define these parameters.
(1) Most of the questions presented in section 3 can be seen as relationship discovery. BN accomplishes this in two ways: (1) constraint-based and (2) score-based. Constraint-based approaches use conditional independence assumption to discover relationships among variables (e.g., [54] ). Score-based approaches define a scoring function to evaluate different candidate networks using the given data. Both approaches are based upon search algorithms identifying networks with a high score in a reasonable amount of time. These approaches are less dependent on data quality and have been implemented successfully in decision making [55] .
We chose to use a score-based BN known as the Smart Greedy+ algorithm, originally proposed by Jouffe and Munteanu [56] [57] [58] . This hybrid algorithm consists of three steps: (1) a pre-processing algorithm, which involves collecting data on the best local network configuration for each node; this results in construction of the initial General Dependency network [59] ; (2) a hybrid learning algorithm (Smart Greedy), which combines classical transformation operators of the scorebased algorithms with a novel heuristics for arc orientation and post-processing steps based upon constraint-based approaches;
(3) a post-processing algorithm (Smart Greedy Order), that improves the final structure by realizing a restricted search in the space of topological order; for example, a node cannot appear before its parents. Experimental results show that this approach outperforms both Greedy and Tabu search algorithms [56] [57] [58] , and hence is adopted here.
Overall, the use of BN in industry has increased in recent years, especially in risk management fields, marketing, and other domains where there is uncertainty and therefore a need to predict complex behavior, such as in a decision-making process. Recent examples in design engineering are also present (e.g., [60; 61] ).
Implementation details
BayesiaLab software was used to implement the chosen analysis method. A unified aggregate data table corresponding to one student in one team working on one project type and assessed orally by four experts and by two others for the report was generated as the input to the algorithm. This operation resulted in a table of 696 vectors of size 67, corresponding to the 61 observed and the 6 aggregate variables. In this operation, certain parts of some vectors were duplicated.
We began by building an unsupervised (that is, with no prescribed relationship) network from the entire dataset. Such an approach does not focus on predicting a particular targeted variable, but it does establish global probabilistic relationships among observed variables. The initial observation was performed through Maximum Weight Spanning Tree and the Minimum Description Length Score (see [62; 63] for a complete description). The use of a score-based approach rather than a constraint-based approach was motivated by the relatively small size of our dataset (700 data vectors). Ben Ahmed and Yannou [60] made the same choice (score-based approach) to generate more reliable results with a small number of samples.
We used the observation and analysis of log likelihood to assess the overall quality of unsupervised networks, and the accuracy and reliability of the different supervised networks we realized [64] . This measure compares the joint probabilities of the Bayesian network with the entire dataset.
The dataset used to build the network was subdivided into two subsets, learning and testing. A log likelihood density function was measured for each subset. If the measure tended towards 100%, the joint probability of the whole dataset is entirely represented in the developed BN. For the case at hand, the two subsets, learning and testing, represented 80% and 20% of the data, respectively. The testing set was then used to validate relationships discovered in processing the learning set.
The performances of tested (semi-supervised or supervised) networks can also be assessed. Such an evaluation is performed through the analysis of many indicators such as a confusion matrix, a Gini index or a global accuracy index. The confusion matrix allows the observation of three things: the discrepancies between the predicted and real values for each modality of the supervised parameter; reliability (the ratio between predictions for a specific modality and the total number of predictions); and accuracy (the ratio between each prediction and the corresponding total of real values). A Gini index is measured for a specific targeted modality; it compares the detection rates of, respectively, a random value selection and a scheduled value selection. The higher the index value, the more reliable the model is.
For the collected data, the quality of the unsupervised BN was first calculated. The mean of log-likelihood for the two learning and testing subsets were, respectively, 77.18% (SD=8.03%) and 79.09% (SD=7.68%). Even if the size of the dataset was limited, these values are close enough to provide a good degree of fit for both subsets. Regarding semi-supervised D21, D20 and D9 networks, the global accuracy indicators we measured were 100%, 88.7% and 95.06%, respectively. These observations indicate a high level of accuracy. Moreover, the reliability measured for each modality of the three semisupervised nodes varied from 85.37% to 100%. The rate of good predictions for all three BN applications is therefore very high.
RESULTS

Study of the overall quality of problem setting
The analysis results presented in this section respond to Question 1 in section 3: What are the factors influencing the quality of the problem setting?
To gain information on D20 (overall quality of the problem setting phase) we used semi-supervised learning. This introduces an additional constraint in network building, requiring the identification of information specifically related to the D20 characterization. The resulting semi-supervised network (Fig. 12) shows the tight conditional probability of problem setting intensity (D20) with: 1) the overall quality of problem solving (variable D21)this is a strong relationship; 2) a proper redefinition of ideal need (variable D1); and 3) an extensive initial inventory of knowledge and competence needs (variable D4). Fig. 13 shows the most dependent variables of D20 were D21, D1 and D4, which are directly linked to D20. The remaining 30 variables (of 63 total variables) that are included in the BN (in Fig. 12 ) are conditionally dependent on D21. In Fig. 12 , the direction of the edges is not interpreted as a causal relationship; the indication is simply a notation convention to decide how to compute the Conditional Probability Table ( CPT) linking two variables. Although the direction of the arrow may be inverted (the software allows this condition), the graph structure was not changed in accord with our decision not to prescribe relationships. However, one must also study indirect dependencies since strong dependencies can propagate throughout one or more nodes. Thus we also show dependency results of variables D3, D14, and K4, among others. Note that all the dependent variables studied in Table 5 appear framed by a dotted square in Fig. 12 .
In Fig. 13 , the presence and influence of all variables describing project type features can be observed: identifier (PID), ratio Product/Service (P/S), and different types of knowledge needed (K1 to K6); additionally, some of the design team features related to the effective commitment of students are evident (S4, S5, S6 and S7). One noticeable factor is the major influence of the numerous means in the success of the problem setting phase (D20), and the problem solving phase (D21). For instance, achieving a successful solving phase (D21) is positively influenced by: • a good definition of usage contexts (D3), itself positively influenced by a proper definition of stakeholders (D2); and
• a good and productive organization of creativity (D9), itself positively influenced by a satisfactory production of books of knowledge (D5). These last points confirm the importance of usage exploration and the continuous documentation of knowledge and the competences management throughout the design process. To explore in greater detail the relationships between different elements affecting the overall quality of problem setting, one can use this probabilistic inference model to predict model behavior, as depicted in Table 5 . The objective is to explore the propagation of the information on D20 to the probability distributions of selected BN nodes, or "what if" scenarios. The initial distribution of variables learnt for the dataset is shown in Table 5 column (a). The other columns in Table 5 represent "what if" scenarios, changing the modality distribution of variable D20 to observe the variations in other variable distributions as compared to the initial distribution. The discrepancies with previous distributions are represented by arrows: green arrows for importantly increasing modality value, and red arrows for importantly decreasing modality value.
From Table 5 , it can be observed that the more radical the redefinition of ideal need D1 (shift of D1 distribution toward higher values), the greater the value of D20. To achieve a problem setting D20 of good quality, variable D1 must range from good to excellent. The same phenomenon happens with variables D4 (initial inventory of knowledge and competence), D14 (concept sketching), K4 (social knowledge) and D21 (overall quality of problem solving). It might be seen as simply "expected" to find that D20 is dependent on D1 and D4 since D20 is defined as the sum of six terms which include D1 and D4. However, this is only partly true since results could have 14 shown mutual opposite dependencies which cancel out. The mutual dependency between D20 and D21 is not trivial, or expected, and thus is further explained. Table 5 . Probabilistic "what if" inferences on D20 modalities. Column (a) represents initial distributions, the other columns represent "what if" scenarios starting from column (a) situation. "Moy" stands for "Mean" and "Ecart" for "Standard deviation"
Sketching has been studied extensively in the literature (e.g., [28; 45; 21; 29; 22] . Moreover, our observations reveal that to achieve an excellent quality of concepts later in problem solving, the problem setting phase must be of excellent quality. For D20 >=12.682 for 100% of observations, D14=3 for 25% of observations. An increase is also observed in D14 (for D14=4 changes from 29.26% to 50% as well as D14=5 changes in 16.60% to 25% of observations).
More detailed observation of inferences show that if the redefinition of ideal need D1 is not realized (D1=-1), all other variables decrease: 1) problem setting: D20<2.236 in 100% of observations with µ=-1.88 and σ=0; 2) initial inventory of knowledge and competence needs: D4 in [-1, 0] in the majority of observations (D4=-1 in 58.88% observations and D4=0 in 28% observations); 3) problem solving overall quality: D21=7.82 in 45.68% observations and D21=18.66 in 4.71% of observations. In the case of D21, this means that in most of observations the quality is barely satisfactory. Therefore, we can infer that when D1 is not realized, D20 is not good in 60% of observations, and there is a higher possibility that D21 will be of poor quality.
These observations particularly concern design projects in the field of product development (opposed to service), because P/S=0 in 100% of observations. More detailed observations show that service design projects in our context have produced a better definition of ideal needs, since the mean µ=2.922 and standard deviation σ=1.14 for this variable increase. If P/S<0.254 (meaning that product design projects are more concerned), redefinition of ideal need D1 presents equal distribution, and initial inventory of knowledge and competence needs D4 is either not realized or of very poor quality in a majority of observations (D4<= 0 in 60% of observations). For P/S in ]0.2545, 0.508], overall problem setting quality D20 increases (D20=2 in 70.52% of observations) as well as initial inventories D4 (D4=1 in 38.70%, D4=2 in 17.16% and D4=3 in 20.62%). If P/S is in ]0.508, 1], we observe a very small decrease in values of overall problem setting quality D20 and redefinition of ideal needs D1 increases in quality (D1=2 in 56.22% of observations, D1=3 in 8.38% of observations, D1=4 in 22.4% and D1=5 in 13%). Analyses show that the average for redefinition of ideal needs D1 increases from µ=0.36 to µ=9.922. It is interesting also to observe that initial inventory of knowledge and competence needs D4 has only two modalities: D4=-1 in 74.04% and D4=3 in 28.96%. This means that D4 in the majority of cases is not done, and when it is done, it is of quite good quality but lacks of maturity or completion.
Study of the overall quality of problem solving
In order to address Question 2 of our study, "What are the relations between problem setting efforts and the overall quality of the problem solving process?", we used semi-supervised learning on overall quality of problem setting D21. As in the previous section, we coupled the analyses of the structure of the learnt network with Bayesian inferences of the network.
A semi-supervised network on D21 (see Fig. 13 ) confirms the link between overall quality of problem setting D20 and overall quality of the problem solving D21, because D20 is one of the directly linked variables. Both supervised networks on D20 and D21 underline the importance of the problem setting phase in the overall radical design innovation process. The other directly linked variables which influence overall problem setting quality D21 are: -a definition of present usage contexts (D3), -a perceptual assessment of contexts (D12), -a detailed concept (D15), -efficient organization of creativity (D9), and -required engineering knowledge (K1). Moreover, we observe that the semi-supervised network also contains the majority of the design means in the problem setting phase (from D1 to D5).
Fig. 13. Semi -supervised network on overall quality of problem solving D21
Given the variables present in the semi-supervised network, we explored the conditional probabilities between D21 and required engineering knowledge K1, definition of present usage contexts D3, perceptual assessment of contexts D12, detailed concept D15, organization of creativity D9 and overall quality of problem setting D20 (see Table 6 ). In addition, organization of the creativity process D9 (i.e., brainstorming workshops based upon the innovation leads), which appears to be influential, led us to analyze a semi-supervised network specific to D9.
The initial distribution of overall problem solving quality D21 ranges from 7.825 to 65 (recall that D21 is the summation of 13 variables whose value is in the range {-1, 5}). D21 is evenly distributed among different modalities: D21<=7.825 in 25.96% of observations, D21 in ]7.825, 18.665] in 32.68% of observations, D21 in ]18.665, 29 .711] in 20.22% of observations and D21 in ]29.771, 65] in 21.14% of observations. Overall quality of problem setting D20 ranges from µ=6.263 and σ=6.417 to µ=3.726 and σ=5.134. If the overall quality of the problem setting is poorly done, either unrealized or weak in most of the cases D21<=7.825, we observe that D20 is decreasing. We observe a decrease in two D20 modalities, D20 in ]2.238, 6.983] and D20 in >12.682 and increase of D20<=2.238. This means that if the overall quality of problem solving D21 is not realized, the probability is greater that overall problem setting quality D20 was either unrealized or weak. It can also be seen that detailed concepts are not done D15=-1 in 91.58% of observations. As for the definition of present usage contexts, they are either unrealized (D3=-1 in 29.31%) or moderately done (D3=2 in 55.98%). The majority of these observations concern those projects that required a high level of engineering knowledge (K1=5 in 64.80%). As Table 6 shows, there is a dependency showing that to increase quality in the problem solving phase and innovation process, the problem setting phase needs to be of good quality. In particular, D3 (definition of present usage contexts), D12 (semantic differential profiles) and D15 (detailed concepts) from the problem solving phase must be done in a robust manner. The relation with D3 particularly confirms the belief among jury members of the importance of the knowledge of usage contexts. This is the only knowledge variable uniformly evaluated as necessary for each project type. Table 6 . D21 impact modeling. Distribution of first level inference factors: K1, D3, D9, D12, D15, D20. "Moy" stands for "Mean" and "Ecart" for "Standard deviation"
When exploring the importance of different means in the problem solving phase, we observed some interesting behavior and the conditional probability between variable D9 and the overall quality of problem solving phase D21. It must be emphasized that means variable D9: organization of creativity is not only related to the successful achievement of brainstorming workshops; it is also the crystallization of the ideas condensed in knowledge books and identified innovation leads, defined in view of the definition of the global project context and presented usage contexts (see Fig. 14) . The semi-supervised network on D9 in Fig. 14, aside from showing an interesting network complexity, also shows the impact of the project typology variables (Project ID number PID, required societal knowledge K4, Product or service P/S, required engineering knowledge K1 and Usage knowledge, i.e. required knowledge of use scenarios K5) on the quality of organization of creativity (D9) as well as on the overall quality of problem setting (D21). Moreover, overall quality of problem solving D21 is directly impacted by the means at the very beginning of the RID process, notably proper definition of the ideal needs, identification of stakeholders and adequate definition of the present usage context (D1, D2 and D3). Finally, it can be observed that the overall problem solving quality D21 and organization of the creativity D9 are highly related. If overall problem solving quality is of relatively low quality D21<=7.825, the organization of creativity is not done D9=-1 in 100% of cases. When D21 increases in quality (D21<= 18.665), the distribution of D9 also increases in quality (D9=1 in 38%, D9=2 in 39.99% and D9=3 in 16.32% of observations). This tendency is confirmed through D21 distribution. When D21>29.711 the quality of the mean variable D9 reaches much better evaluations (D9=4 in 39.81%, D9=3 in 36% and D9=2 in 16.62%).
DISCUSSION
Summary on the quality of the innovation process and importance of the design means
After several simulations, the presented summary reflects the results from the BN shown in Fig. 15 . The overall quality of problem setting process (D20) influences the overall quality of problem solving process (D21), through the quality of concept generation, here represented by the organization of creativity (D9). Main contextual factors that seem tightly related to the overall quality of the design process are the type of project (PID), the different types of required knowledge (K1, K4 and K5), and the degree of product/service (P/S). We believe these factors should be analyzed beforehand to increase innovation likelihood, and therefore they should be integrated in design support and methods.
As a result of the simulations, evidence of the positive influence of three design means was ascertained in regard to the quality of the design process (both problem setting and problem solving). These design means are a proper definition of ideal needs (D1), a good identification of stakeholders (D2) and a good definition of present usage contexts (D3). Fig. 15 . A major finding of study: the overall quality of problem setting process dramatically influences the overall quality of problem solving process
Evaluation of the perceived value of innovation projects
To explore the value created during design processes and answer to Question 3 of our study, "Which relations exist between the apparent overall qualities of the problem setting and the problem solving process with the resulting quality or value of the innovative project outcome?", a network on R15 (innovation maturity and concept validation) was investigated ( Fig. 16 ). One surprise in the resulting network is that there was no observed direct relationship between R15 and overall process qualities that introduced serious concerns in the data explorations. That is also the case with creativity (D9). This fact is confirmed by a "what-if" simulation of an increasing R15 value (see Table 7 ). Fig. 16 . Supervised learning on R15 "The chosen design concept is innovative, mature and sufficiently validated"
One possible conclusion is that one could afford not to care about the quality of the design process since the final value of the chosen design concept does not depend on it. We examined three possible hypotheses: 1. The RID innovation process is not insightful for resulting in a high value design solution for companies. 2. The jury members could have had trouble in assessing the maturity of "R" (design results) variables as well as difficulties in interpreting their meaning and their value. 3. The jury members were misled by the apparent value of the final chosen design concept during the fast oral presentation of the project outcomes. Hypothesis #1 was refuted since RID methodology prompts an intense and complete problem setting, and problem setting positively influences the creativity production (as documented in the existing literature), which in turn influences the quality of problem solving. Moreover, additional discussions were held with industry partners who were interested in values of chosen project concepts.
Hypothesis #2 was refuted after interviewing the jury members.
Finally, after discussions with a jury member and an examination of the evaluations of both deliverables and results, we concluded the third hypothesis was the most likely. Let us recall that project presentations were made in company-like conditions, i.e. with no preexisting knowledge of the produced results. Several relevant points support this third hypothesis: 1. The level of expertise of the jury members during the oral examination (RV2, see Fig. 16 on the right) influenced the perception of the potential of value creation of the chosen design solution within the company ecosystem (R6), as well as the understanding that the briefs and design concepts were sufficiently explored (R8). Both variables R6 and R8 directly influenced the innovative project value outcomes R14 and R15. After verifications, the expert jury members clearly required a higher design process quality (D20 and D21) than the confirmed members for the weak projects. 2. Two tendencies observed in the weak project teams are that: (a) they were aware of their weaknesses and invested more in a flashy presentation, and (b) they had more time to prepare the presentation in contrast to the "serious teams" who invested more in the knowledge books and the required written reports containing the traceability elements of the design process. 3. Additional tendencies among "serious teams" show that:
(a) they had less time to prepare the oral presentationthe projects were very constrained time-wise, and (b) they were more confident than the weak teams that jury would acknowledge their good work. Table 7 . R15 impact modeling. Distribution variables: R14, D20 and D9. "Moy" stands for "Mean" and "Ecart" for "Standard deviation"
These explorations add more precaution concerning innovation evaluation. It seems that, echoing typical industry settings, innovation itself is very difficult to evaluate if all related points are not explored and verified. In our experience, a large percentage of innovation evaluation is done through "flash" presentation, and we believe this risk should be taken into account by potential investors. Thus, let us mention the importance of other elements such as the books of knowledge (e.g., books of patents, surveys of technologies, competing product literature) as well as the traceability or rationale (see [65; 66] ) of the briefs and concepts explorations and of the associated decisions.
Finally, this analysis made us conscious of the discrepancies between the perceived values of an innovative project after a design review and the deep analysis of what has been called design means, including intermediate results generated along the innovative design process. Both evaluations have their own advantages. An oral and brief presentation has the advantage of summarizing the salient aspects of the resulting design concept and, based on immediate response, revealing if it may be convincing to customers. This aspect is the one emphasized by the Design Thinking approach. Complementarily, a later analysis of design means (rationale or Intermediate Design Objects generated along the design process) is necessary to bring proofs of concept and proofs of value of the design concept into the perspective of a coming product development and launch. Consequently, in view of discovered risks, we believe that there is a need to propose new innovation evaluation approaches in order to address this issue.
CONCLUSIONS
Much of the existing literature in design engineering considers creativity management or idea generation as starting from a well-stated customer need and design issue. In actual industry practice, however, companies face fuzzy front-end situations (see [2] [3] [4] ) where the design problem remains to be set in terms of need justification and market profitability. To address this, we defined and proposed a methodological support for use during the problem setting state to identify needs and market opportunities. Henceforth, we propose to enlarge the concept of evaluation integrating industry ecosystem context (see Fig. 7 ).
Factors which influence innovation outcomes were evaluated using RID as the design process model. These were tested in a large-scale experiment involving student design projects with the aim of replicating existing industry innovation evaluation and selection conditions as closely as possible. We proposed an evaluation protocol of innovative projects in two stages: a primary rapid oral presentation of the salient aspects of the innovation project and outcomes (design review as it could be in companies), and a secondary analysis of the design means (stages, intermediate results, and knowledge generated along the design process). We have also proposed three variable models to assess the innovation process: a model of design means variables (see Table 1 ), a model of design results variables (see Table 2 ) and a model of contextual variables (see Tables 3 and 4 ) including the type of project, the jury members, the design team initial skills and motivations. A Bayesian Network approach was used to explore the data. Several simulations were developed to analyze the propagations within the network structure and the change in conditional probability distributions.
The first finding is that radical innovation of the quality of the problem setting stage is a significant determinant; critical elements are a proper definition of ideal needswhat people fundamentally need or expect -an extensive knowledge of usage practices in the neighborhoods of the initial idea, and a real knowledge of stakeholders of existing product-service value chains. This finding contradicts the Design Thinking attitude of "Do it as soon as possible and improve it if necessary," suggesting a more business intelligence attitude of "Explore the available information before digging in one precise direction".
A second major finding is that the importance of design context, including the company ecosystem, the type of subjectproduct versus service, unusual knowledge for the companythe team skills and motivations -cannot be understated. Analyses show that such variables influence the innovation process and modulate effects, often with conditional or nonlinear effects, which justify a posteriori the choice of Bayesian Networks for learning and simulation. For example, engineering knowledge and usage knowledge are significant success factors for certain types of need-driven radical innovations. For these innovations, one should address these issues rather than expecting too much from creativity workshops. It also means that an innovation process cannot be driven by a rigid prescriptive methodology imposing a fixed stage-and-gate process. This is why we believe now more in an agile innovation process that must be consciously adapted beforehand after an analysis of the innovation stakes of a particular project. Our future research will be directed towards this question.
In the end, our analyses underline the necessity to be cautious in assessment of idea quality or innovative projects. Few existing papers consider the experience of people performing innovation appraisals. We discovered that the traditional fast design reviews to make decisions at the end of an innovation projector a conceptual design stagecould be counter-productive, since several rebound-effects can explain that "flashy" presentations of a chosen design concept of medium quality can be preferred to more apparently dull justifications of a good problem setting and an exhaustive brief and concept explorationgood problem solving. However, our experiments clearly show that a good problem solving process depends on a good problem setting process; and that these design process assessments must be done carefully by screening appropriate design documents. This consideration on how to proceed for a design evaluation to make the decision of developing or not a chosen design concept is also of major importance. We believe this issue should be addressed further to establish a holistic approach to innovation selection.
